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NOWHERE TO GO – THEN CLEARED FOR TRAVEL

CHARLES J. LaBlonde CphH, FRPSL

Serious collectors of World War II mail will have observed that some of the most interesting and challenging mail is
found at the onset and at the end of the war. Why is this so?
I would suggest that no country was “postally prepared” for the worldwide disruptions caused by World War II. Yes, the
mail did move, but only because of the extraordinary creativity and flexibility demonstrated by the people operating the
postal systems. When the war began to wind down in 1944/45 these same talented folks found ways to rebuild the
worldwide postal system, one piece at a time …..
Tiny Switzerland, which was constantly in the middle of wartime postal disruption, demonstrated how to keep the mail
moving during the war and especially at the edges in 1939 and 1945.
The Swiss Postal Bulletins (“Postverbindungen mit dem Ausland, Land-, See- und Luftweg”), published on a regular basis
fromn the beginning of the war to the end, provided a detailed road map for a world desperate to communicate by post.
As the war wound down Switzerland struggled to keep the Bulletins up to date in the new world.
Let's look at the mid-1945 example of the Swiss Postal Bulletins in action. A collector friend called my attention to this
item on eBay (illustration above) with an excellent question: “What do you make of this?”
The letter is postmarked in Feldmeilen (Zürich) on 22nd May 1945 and addressed to Santiago, Chile. Postage is correct @
30 centimes for the letter plus 1.50 francs for first stage airmail = 1.80 francs total. But the letter was rejected for lack of
available service. What went wrong? How can the rejected letter show Chile arrival markings, if it could not be sent?
In the Postal Bulletin for May 1945 Chile is Section 185, Page 29, where we read “Verkehr eingestellt” (see extract from
the Bulletin below). In other words there was no airmail service at this time from Switzerland to Chile.

Certainly the sender was unhappy, but someone possibly suggested that he might try again after 1 st June 1945. There
was a new Postal Bulletin in force that showed airmail departure for Buenos Aires from Basel every Monday at 23.29
hours (see next page). The route was via rail/ship to England, then air to New York. The limit was for letters not over 50
grams and postcards.
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The June 1945 Postal Bulletin also showed that there was a once-weekly Surface Mail service for Chile from Basel:

And what of the lucky señorita? She received her letter, which was censored in Great Britain, on 16 th July 1945.
SQUARE BUT NOT PROPORTIONAL
EDITOR
Swiss Post's English translation of the article in 'Focus on Stamps' 2/2019 referring to the two new Pro Patria
stamps with surtax, valid from 2nd May 2019 reads:

“The Swiss cross is a white, upright, free-standing cross depicted against a red background, whose arms, which are all of
equal size, are one-sixth longer than they are wide.” This is how the Swiss Federal Assembly defined the dimensions of
the Swiss coat of arms on 12th December 1889.
The arms of the Swiss Cross are therefore not square. The flag itself, however, most definitely is – unlike most other
national flags. It had already been handled as such, but the new Coat of Arms Protection Act made the square shape
mandatory on 1st January 2017.
The Swiss foundation Pro Patria has made the special dimensions and colour of our flag the motif of its stamps for 2019.
Under the guiding principle of “Using heritage to shape the future”, it raises funds to preserve Switzerland’s cultural
heritage through stamps with surcharges. Bernese designer Max Henschel has focused on the proportions of the cross
and the flag in the hand-drawn CHF 1+CHF 0.50 stamp, which symbolizes heritage.
By contrast, the colour red takes centre stage in the computer-generated CHF 0.85+CHF 0.40 stamp, which represents
the future and features a background made up of different definitions of red, such as “CMYK 0 / 100 / 100 / 0”, “Pantone
485 C / 485 U” and “RAL 3020 Traffic red”. n.b. First Day Covers with a special cancel and a booklet with 4 x CHF
0.85+O.40 and 6 x CHF 1.00+0.50 stamps were also produced.
FORTHCOMING EXHIBITION - A note for your diary - LONDON 2020 on 2 nd - 9th May 2020 - an International
Exhibition under FIP and supported by FEPA, taking place at the Business Design Centre, 52 Upper Street, Islington,
London. Contacts: website - www.london2020.co email – commissioner.bellini @gmail.com
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Introduction
A search of the HPS Newsletter archives records that 64 years have elapsed since the subject of Strubel bisects and their
usage was last reviewed when Edward Spiro wrote a succinct contribution to the newsletter. Revisiting the subject in
2019, research opportunities now include access to illustrations of covers displayed in specialist literature and modern
colour catalogues as well as examples captured through screenshots taken from the internet. There are still occasional
opportunities for collectors to acquire postally used specimens but the early covers are scarce and this is frequently
reflected in the prices paid.
Use of bisect postage stamps pre-dates the introduction of the Strubel issue in September 1854. Mirabaud and
Reuterskiold (1899, reprinted 1975) produced a table listing early known specimens including the first Federal Rayon
issues and the later Strubel stamps. Remarkably, a first usage of a bisect is recorded in the Zürich cantonal issue. A 4
Rappen stamp and a half was used to pay a 6 Rappen postal charge. Pre-payment for postal delivery following
introduction of the Cantonal issues was a novel concept. Usage was restricted to local postal deliveries in the cities of
Zürich, Geneva and Basel. It is not surprising that the isolated use of a bisected stamp attracted little official interest.
Federal regulations
In June 1849, the new Federal postal authority introduced legislation for
prepayment of mail confirmed by application of adhesive stamps to letters
throughout Switzerland. The postal rates were set according to distance. In
September 1850, the postal authorities issued Rayon I (5cts) & Rayon II (10cts)
stamps with permission to use two of the earlier Orts Post or Post Locale stamps
(2.5cts) for a 5cts tariff as necessary.
At this time, the postal authority's priority was focused on establishing the prepayment system with its use of the new adhesive stamps throughout the country.
The resistance to replacement of the payment on the receipt system was still
considerable. There was not yet any postal direction about use of bisected stamps
which evidently were accepted by local postmasters.
Figure 1 (right) shows a Rayon I (Stein B3) diagonal bisect on a piece, rate value
2.5 Rp. Date of use unknown. (Image: David Feldman SA, Geneva)
25Rp was the correct rate for prepayment postage of local letters up to a weight of 2 loths under the April 1850
regulations. As the 2.5Rp Orts Post and Post Locale issues were only distributed to the most populous centres, it is
feasible that the selection of a Rayon I bisect was determined by the unavailability of any 2.5Rp stamps at the postal
acceptance office.
New postal rates were introduced on 1st January 1852 following the standardisation of the currency. The minimum tariff
for local mail (Rayon 1) was now 5 Rp. Figure 2 (below left) shows a cover bearing a pair of Rayon II stamps (Stein D/RU
Type 35 bisect & 34 ). The letter was sent from Sonvilier to Reinach, charged at the 15 Rp rate (Rayon 3). The sender has
applied a pair of Rayon II stamps , having cut the right side stamp diagonally to claim a 5Rp value thereby reducing the
total postage value to the 15 Rp rate.

Figure 2 (Image: David Feldman SA, Geneva)

Fig. 3
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In January 1854, a postal directive prohibiting the use of divided postage stamps for pre-payment of letters was issued. It
was stated that such stamps should be regarded as valueless when affixed to objects. Despite this, local disregard of the
instruction persisted and examples of successfully posted letters bearing bisect stamps can be found during the
subsequent years of the Strubel period.
Figure 3 (Page 103) shows a local Zürich letter posted on 29 th October 1855 charged at the 5 Rp rate (Rayon I) bearing a
scarce 10 Rp (Z.Nr. 23Aa) left side vertical bisect.
Erhard Keller, in his booklet 'Die Strubel-Halbierungen', provides a detailed and illustrated account of Strubel bisects
confirming the continuing bisect usage throughout the period of issue including the different forms of stamp bisection.
Examples of forgery are also shown.
On 8th August 1861 new postal arrangements between Switzerland and Italy were agreed for the despatch of printed
matter to Italy at a rate of 3 centimes (Rappen) but no stamp of
this value was in circulation.
On 26th April 1862, new legislation enabling a strictly limited
period of legitimate postal use of a bisect stamp was authorised.
This allowed use of the new 2 Rp postage stamp, one and a half
stamps being allowed for 3 centimes, to permit the despatch of
printed matter to Italy only. The period of validity lasted for 3
months only from 1st July 1862 when the new postal tariff ‘Second
Rate Period’ was introduced.
On 7th August 1862, the official postal gazette stated that new 2
centimes (and 3 centimes) postage stamps will be delivered to
Post Offices and depots during August and September. It was
stated that authorised use of 2 Rp (centimes) Strubel bisects must
cease when the 3 centimes stamp is issued to the public.
Figure 4 (right) shows a copy of the Zeitung Gazetta Ticinese Nr.
158, published on 27th September, which was posted on 28 th
September 1862 only 3 days before legitimate use of the 2 Rp
bisect ceased. The newspaper shows a pair of 2 Rp stamps
(Znr.21). The left side stamp is a diagonal bisect.
Just before this legitimate period of use, the Post Office of
Geneva, acting on its own initiative, had given approval for the
use of a moderated 2,5cts rate for local postage of printed matter
in the first weight category (<62.5 grams) for additional copies beyond 20 within the local Geneva post district (Zones 1
& 2) during a period between May 1861 and July 1862.

Fig. 5

Fig. 6
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Figure 5 (Page 104) shows a local letter sent by 'Comptoir Descampte De Geneva' bearing a 5 Rp right side diagonal
bisect stamp (Znr. 23G). It is questionable whether this private bank letter met the above criteria.
From 1st October 1862, no cut postage stamps of any kind were permitted or recognised as valid. At this time, only the
deficient sum was sought to make up the correct tariff for underpaid postal items. No postage due penalty charge was
introduced until 1st September 1871 although unstamped mail was charged at a higher tariff from 1 st July 1862 to
encourage use of stamped mail. These progressive measures saw not only a rapid decline in the sending of unstamped
mail which was still in the majority in 1862. Bisects now routinely attracted postage due payment.
Nonetheless, bisect stamps can still be found on later covers although the majority are of a philatelic nature as seen in
the obvious example illustrated in Figure 6 (Page 104).
The envelope was sent from Alpthal to Enge in September 1892. The correct postal rate was 10 cts but only the 5 cts
Cross and Numeral stamp Znr. 60A was valid. The bisect stamps (Znr. 22G & 45) were not. A 5 cts postage due stamp Znr.
17Db has been affixed and the blue crayon mark indicates that 5 cts should be collected from the recipient. Interestingly,
there was no penalty charge.
In conclusion, it was only the introduction of wider coercive measures to promote pre-payment of unstamped mail that
finally ensured adherence to the 1854 directive declaring the use of bisect stamps as invalid.
A NEW RESEARCH TOOL

EDITOR

If you are seeking more information on the role and workings of the UPU you may like to have a look at a new
publication of the Global Philatelic Network, of which Corinphila Auktionen AG is a member. They specialise in
beautifully illustrated books which “are intended to make the most significant stamp collections of our time
accessible to future generations of collectors”. Their latest production is a 5-volume series of handbooks on Danish
Postal History 1875-1907 by Henrik Mouritsen. They describe it as: “Among the most important publications on
worldwide postal history in recent years. …... They present the UPU rules and rates in centimes for all types of mail
during the first 32 years of its existence........ An indispensable tool for postal history collectors …....... covering rates
and regulations for difficult types of mail such as international money orders, COD, insured letters and parcel cards.
...... Exhibitors should be able to properly describe almost any type of mail of that period in their collection.”
There are also four other publications of the Global Philatelic Network of particular interest to collectors of Swiss
material currently available. They are:
'Switzerland 1854 – 1882' by Silvain Wyler
Jack Luder's 2-volume collection of Switzerland entitled 'Cantonal and Federal Stamps' and 'Cancellations'
and Richard Schäfer's 'Schweizer Bundesmarken 1850 – 1854' and 'Schweizer Kantonalmarken 1843 – 1854'.
Further details from Corinphila Auktionen AG – Website: www.corinphila.ch Email: info@corinphila.ch
GOOD NEWS FOR PRO JUVENTUTE COLLECTORS
At a recent meeting of the Southern Group it was reported that there was no reliable catalogue of the attractive
“Brieflis” produced by the Pro Juventute Foundation. Imagine my delight to find that while thumbing through the
pages of the APR Library's journal I discovered that this problem has been addressed. Their quarterly list of new
acquisitions referred to a book/booklet by Richard T. Hall of the American HPS published this year entitled 'Post –
1960 Pro Juventute Briefli and Greeting Cards'. The Library's call number attributed to the publication is IP70823.
More details to follow.

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
•
•

Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

•
Liechtenstein also available.
W. Gattiker, 7, Friars Oak Road, Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 8PT – 01273 845501 - werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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Fig. 1 Postcard with Hotel Post stamp from Kurort Stoos

The H.P.S. library has recently been enriched by the addition of Marcel Kottelat’s superb “Studie über die schweizerische
Hotelpost” (study of the Swiss hotel post), very kindly donated to the society by Ruth and Derek Dawson.
This prompts me to pen a short overview of hotel post and hotel stamps in Switzerland, with much of the information
gleaned from Marcel Kottelat’s book, published in 1995 by Zumstein & Cie, Bern.
What is Hotel Post ?
While each collector is, of course, free to set his/her own definitions and limitations, we generally regard as hotel post:
a) A courier service for guests for incoming and outgoing mail between the hotel and the nearest post office.
b) Mail from hotels where an official postal agency was established, often operated by the hotel proprietor personally.
The first category may be subdivided into:
a) Hotels that charged a fee for their postal courier service, often outlying hotels in remote mountain areas, a long
way from the nearest village and post office. A number of these hotels issued their own hotel stamps. See Fig. 1
for an example of such mail, from Kurort Stoos.
b) Hotels that collected their guests’ mail in their own private in-house post box and affixed a hotel publicity
stamp, or marked it with their private handstamp (see Fig. 2, from Hotel Schweizerhof, Lucerne), before taking it
to the local post office or handing it to a postal clerk, without charging a fee. A number of town and city hotels
belong to this group.
Purists would exclude mail merely bearing a hotel’s logo or a hotel’s picture, as well as covers or picture postcards with
the hotel’s handstamp on the back from true “hotel post”, but each collector must decide what to collect and what to
include in their collection. See Fig. 3 handstamp from Grand Hotel Bad Ragatz.

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

What are Hotel Post Stamps ?
A number of hotels issued their own stamps which fall into two categories: paying postage and publicity. The distinction,
however, is not always clear-cut due to the extreme scarcity of surviving material and the lack of documentation.
1. Hotel Post Stamps
These are stamps from hotels that offered a private courier service for a fee, taking and collecting mail for their guests to
and from the nearest post office. Often these come from the remote mountain hotels that are a long way from a post
office.
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They are postal stamps in the true sense in that they paid for conveyance of mail by a private postal service. Most of
these have a face value and words such as “franco”, see also the last paragraph in this article. Examples of Hotel Post
Stamps from Belalp, Rigi-Scheidegg and Rigi-Kulm can be seen in Figs. 4, 5 & 6.
2. Hotel Stamps (or better: Hotel Labels)
These are stamps from hotels that did not offer a chargeable courier service for guests’ mail. Fig. 7 shows an example
produced for 'Grand Hotel des Alpes' in Murren. Their main purpose was one of publicity, to advertise their respective
establishments. However, some of these stamps may still have been applied to mail taken for guests from hotel to post
office, probably for free, and in some cases the question is still open as to which category a hotel (post) stamp really
belongs.
Although the two main Swiss catalogues, Zumstein and S.B.K., use different numbering systems for hotel (post) stamps,
they agree to use arabic numbers for stamps that are known to have been used to pay for a private postal service, and
roman numbers for stamps that are considered more as publicity labels where a chargeable courier service has not been
offered, or where we have no knowledge either way.
Occasionally one finds covers bearing on the back a small printed label or wafer with the hotel’s name and address, or
the proprietor’s name. These are definitely not hotel stamps but merely closure labels.
The majority of hotel (post) stamps are scarce to very rare. Only a handful of unused stamps are relatively easy to come
by, while used examples and particularly entires bearing one of these stamps are exceedingly rare. All cards/covers are
catalogued in the thousands of francs in S.B.K. For that reason even second-grade or damaged items are still desirable
and collectable.
One last interesting aspect of hotel post stamps: The Swiss PTT issued an edict in 1883, aimed particularly at hotels with
hotel stamps, forbidding the use of labels that looked like official postage stamps and had characteristics such as a face
value or wording such as “Franco”. This is why from that date onwards hotel stamps no longer showed any figures or
words like “post”. Figs. 7 and 8 show the Maderanerthal hotel stamps: Fig. 7 the stamp from the 1870s with face value
“5” and FRANCO, Fig. 8 from 1884 with rosettes instead of figures in the corners and the wording changed to “EXTRADIENST”.
A Word from our Librarian, Bob Medland
The Society is very fortunate to have been given this book, 'A Study of the Swiss Hotel Post'. It is a rare and valuable
edition, beyond the pocket of many collectors. Despite the text being in German it is profusely illustrated with colour
plates and it is easy enough to work out the gist of the text. I should like to add my thanks to the Dawsons for their
generous donation and ask any interested members to let me know if they would like to borrow it – once I have
had a good read of it! I had a quick look through the index of past Newsletters and see that the book was originally
described and advertised by The Amateur Collector Limited (Heinz Katcher) in the May 1995 issue. For further
reference I found two articles on ‘Hotel stamps’ (or labels) in the April and May 2005 issues.
THE SOCIETY'S MIDLAND AND NORTHERN AREA GROUP
The next meeting will probably be in Birmingham. Further details will follow in the Newsletter when available.
Contact: Neville Nelder – email: nevillenelder@gmail.com or by 'phone on 01453-765937.
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Further to my request for information on the stamps Courvoisier produced for Pakistan (HPSN Nov. 2018 Page 114). I
was very pleased to read Bob Medland's article in the March 2019 edition of the HPSN on Courvoisier. A number of the
facts it contains are worthy I think of further comment.
A reference to Courvoisier having to turn down work for Venezuala Post Office is ironic, considering that in the early
1950s they had a virtual monopoly over stamp production for that country. Between 1950 and 1957 of the 587 stamps
listed by Stanley Gibbons as issued by Venezuela between SG 848-1434, Courvoisier printed 482, including 24 long
definitive sets for all "departments" of the country, amounting to nearly 400 stamps alone. After the last order though,
the Venezuelan postal authorities seem to have abandoned using the company altogether.
The early 1950s seemed indeed to be the most productive for Courvoisier S.A.; for instance for Luxembourg, one of their
most longstanding non-Swiss customers, the company produced definitives (these unusually printed by recess), air-mail
stamps, commemoratives, postage dues and probably postal stationery as well, though my one PS item from that period
does not carry an imprint. However the Netherlands, home of competitors Enschede, never ordered from Courvoisier,
and Belgium only a short set of railway parcels stamps just after WW2. They had more success in Belgian Africa though,
with regular orders from the Congo, both pre- and post-independence, and Ruanda-Urundi and its successors.
Neighbours France and Austria never used Courvoisier, and Germany only for a very few regional commemorative issues
for the Saarland shortly before it was fully postally re-absorbed into Germany in 1957. Italy produced its own material,
though Courvoisier found opportunities with the Vatican State and San Marino who issue their own stamps. Another
Courvoisier source of business, I think their only one in the Scandinavian block, was Iceland. Only the former Yugoslavia
used Courvoisier in Eastern Europe. Turkey and other countries in the Middle East and North Africa were however
regular customers.
A reference by M.Hutin, the last manager, to print-runs in Ceylon is also interesting, Ceylon being the first
Commonwealth country to order stamps from Courvoisier, a split order with Bradbury Wilkinson for their first postIndependence definitives in 1950/51. A quote by M.Hutin of "up to 300 million" produced for a Ceylon single-colour
stamp may be only for one issue, given that in 1956, per an old "Commonwealth" catalogue I consulted, a single-colour
commemorative issued on 26th March (SG 437) amounted to nearly 25 million on its own. An interesting issue was for
the centenary of stamps in 1955, the lower two values being by rivals Enschede and the top two values, vastly clearer in
resolution, by Courvoisier. Despite printing many issues into the 1960s, Courvoisier seemed to lose the market there,
when a 10c definitive (SG 486) portraying a former politician was replaced by a - to my mind inferior, but probably
cheaper! Version also printed photogravure by Harrison's (SG 487).
The company only produced one stamp for Australia (the 1956 Melbourne Olympics 2/- SG 293) whose superior quality
compared to the 1/- in that set printed by Harrison's was striking. No further orders arose, though they had more
success with the autonomous and later independent territory of Papua and New Guinea. Neighbours New Zealand
ordered a number of issues in the late 1960s onwards, including the top values of the 1970 definitive set, the $1 and $2
(SG 933/4) . These stamps I have found are notoriously prone to damage by the chalk surface "cracking", a fault to which
all photogravure issues can be prone due to the paper surfacing, but particularly so in these two stamps. Both the PNG
and NZ administrations seem to have prohibited the “Courvoisier S.A.” imprint at the base of their designs though.
Courvoisier have never (as far as I know) printed for the British GPO, but had lucrative contracts for the independent
postal administrations of Jersey, Guernsey, Alderney and the Isle of Man from the late 1960s, including definitive issues.
An exceedingly rare printing error occurred in 1970 when one sheet only of the Jersey 10/- stamp was printed in error, in
the colours of the new 50p being prepared to replace it. Gibbons lists this (SG28a) at £5,500 mint!
References to the last Switzerland "chocolate-flavoured" stamp are to the 90c (SG 1478) issued on 5 th May 2001, shortly
after Courvoisier had ceased production. The last issues I can find produced by Courvoisier other than for Switzerland
and Liechtenstein, were in the Gulf States, where they had the contract for the "Saker Falcon" definitives issued by the
UAE from 1990 onwards; this order seems to have been continued by Walsall after Courvoisier had ceased production presumably the plates were passed over with some machinery. Intriguingly the "Falcon" series had values up to 50
dinars including 10 and 20 Dinars (SG 295-7), subsequent definitives listed in SG have no higher value as far as I can see
than 6 Dinars, so maybe these stamps are still current! The Walsall printings may be distinguishable by being printed on
high-gloss paper, other than the 225f value which was printed by lithography.
I am still investigating the anomaly of the claim by Courvoisier for Pakistan being a customer of Courvoisier. If you have
any information please contact me via the Editor. Thankyou.
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This article was first published in the Swiss Railways Society's journal 'Swiss Express'. We are grateful to the Society and
the author for enabling it to be published in our newsletter.

Fig. 1 A rare colour view of the deck of the MF 'Rorschach' on the Bodensee taken shortly before the closure of services in 1976.
Photo: ©ETH-Bibliothek, Zürich

Recently in 'Swiss Express' we have talked about the train ferry operation on both the Thunersee and the
Vierwaldstättersee. The Bodensee also had its Trajektfähre (train ferries). From 1869 to 1976 Romanshorn and
Friedrichshafen in Germany (in 1869 in Württemberg) were so linked. Bavarian Lindau also had a ferry connection to
Romanshorn from 1869, the service ceasing on the outbreak of war in 1939. Following the opening of the Arlberg
Tunnel, Bregenz was connected to the Austrian rail network and train ferries operated from there to Romanshorn,
Friedrichshafen and Lindau, although all sailings had ceased by the end of the First World War.
The first train ferry rolled off the stocks at Escher-Wyss, Zürich in January 1869 and was operated on the Bodensee the
following month. Designed by Scottish engineer John Scott Russell (who had also worked with I.K. Brunel on the SS Great
Eastern), this paddle steamer had two engines each with with its own funnel. It could carry 18 wagons on two parallel
tracks, but such was its propensity to consume coal at a prodigious rate (it was nicknamed Kohlenfresser or Coal Guzzler
by its crew) it was withdrawn and replaced as early as 1883.
The opening of both the Arlberg Tunnel mentioned above and also the Gotthard Tunnel in Switzerland resulted in a
significant increase in traffic, which could only be met by the introduction of barges towed, either singly or as a pair,
behind either the train ferry or a passenger steamer. Each of these barges also had two tracks. Great care was needed in
the loading and unloading of these barges to ensure they did not capsize.

Left - Fig. 2 Aerial view of the MF 'Schussen' on 17th August 1954. Visible on board are two FS (Italian Railways) hipped-roofed vehicles.
Right - Fig. 3 The MF 'Schussen' seen from the air on Tuesday 31 st July 1956. Unusually it is in use as a car ferry. Normally it would carry railway
freight on a weekday and car traffic at weekends.
Photos: ©ETH-Bibliothek, Zürich

By the latter years of the nineteenth century the belt of connected railways around the shore of the Bodensee had been
completed. Cost calculations now showed that the train ferries were twice as expensive to operate. However they
survived into the twentieth century as the land railways were for the most part single track and unable to cope with all
the traffic on offer. Furthermore, the time taken to complete customs formalities was no different on land as by water.
Between the wars traffic built up again and the ports were equipped with electronically operated bridges to equalise the
lake levels. In 1926 six barges were motorised. Then in 1929 a new twin-engine diesel vessel, the 'Schussen', was
launched. The first car ferry on the lake, it could accommodate ten wagons.
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Accidents were rare. However, on 10 th March 1930 the connecting bridge gave way when a barge was being loaded
sending seven wagons mainly loaded with sugar into the harbour. The propelling locomotive stopped short just before it
too was about to enter the water. In June 1962 two wagons containing postal items ended up in five metres of water
following a shunting accident.

Left - Fig. 4 The MF 'Rorschach' entering Romanshorn harbour on 22nd January 1976 four months before the Trajektfähre crossings ceased.
Right - Fig. 5 Unloading procedures on board the MF 'Rorschach'.
Photos: ©ETH-Bibliothek, Zürich

During World War II ferry traffic was suspended resuming only in 1948. In 1960, 27,075 wagons were conveyed from
Germany to Switzerland and 16,613 in the opposite direction.
In 1958 the ferry 'Romanshorn' went into service on the lake. She was joined in 1966 by the 'Rorschach'. Train ferry
traffic however only survived until 30 th May 1976, a victim of falling frequencies and rising costs. Both the 'Romanshorn'
and the 'Rorschach' were rebuilt as pure car ferries and can still be seen today, the 'Rorschach' having been renamed the
'Friedrichshafen'.
This year marked the 150th anniversary of the launch of that first Trajektfähre of 1869. Over the 4th and 5th May a
ceremony was held in Romanshorn to mark the occasion and Stefan Unholz and his wife Brigitte were there to enjoy the
festivities. Here are some pictures taken of the event by Brigitte.

Left - Fig. 6 Ferry vessel 'Romanshorn' carrying a vintage freight van (formerly Bodensee – Toggenburg K3 no. 1710) that was temporarily placed
on a low loader road vehicle for the event. The standard guage rails that used to be permanently installed on this vessel were removed many
years ago.
Fig. 7 A closer view of this contraption.
Photos: ©Brigitte Unholz

HPSN Editors note: The 150th Anniversaries of the launch of the first train ferries (Trajektfähre) from Romanshorn to
Friedrichshafen and Lindau and the opening of the first section of the railway line from Romanshorn to Rorschach were
celebrated by Swiss Post with the issue of two stamps: the CHF 1.00 shows a rail ferry with wagons aboard, the CHF1.50
shows the current co-existence between the SBS Schifffahrt ferry company (a modern car ferry passing close to shore)
and the Thurbo regional railway.
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The stamps and official first day cover were featured in issue 2/2019 of 'Focus on Stamps' (pp 16/17). It included the
following information: “The rail/train-ferry services created cross-border connections which were used to transport
grain freight wagons in particular. This mode of transport was twice as expensive as rail transport over land, but also
twice as far. The Lake Line, still in use today, continues to be a vital link for the region and was expanded when the Swiss
Federal Railways last changed its timetable.”
A report of Swiss Post's contribution to the Anniversary celebrations held in May at many locations around the lake
was published in issue 3/2019 of 'Focus on Stamps' (page 5). They included the signing of commemorative covers
with a special cancel by the stamp designer Willi Spring in an old Railway Mail Service mail car at the Romanshorn
harbour festival.
SOUTHERN GROUP MEETINGS
The next meeting will be on Thursday 24th October commencing at 10.00 for 10.30am and finishing at approx.
4.00pm at Harnham Scout Hall, Lower Street, Salisbury SP2 8HB (on the south west side of the city off Harnham
Road). Refreshments will be available, including lunch at a local hostelry. The main theme of the meeting will be
'Airmails' and members attending should bring along items from their collection for display. Displays on other
themes will be welcome and shown if time permits. The meetings in 2020 are scheduled for 7th March, 6th June and
10th October at Harnham Scout Hall in Salisbury. Further information from Werner Gattiker: Tel. 01273 842 135 or
werner@swisstamps.co.uk
MORE NEW BOOKS FOR THE SOCIETY'S LIBRARY
BOB MEDLAND, LIBRARIAN
I’m delighted to report that two more books have been donated to our library, this time from our long-time member
Stuart MacKenzie who I met up with in far north-west Scotland last month:
Freistempelkatalog Schweiz/Liechtenstein (1980) – a catalogue of machine-frankings and labels
Die Post-Vermerk-Etiketten der Schweiz (1882-1943) – a basic listing of labels/etiquettes
The society is very grateful for this kind donation.
'FOCUS ON STAMPS'
EDITOR
Do you know how best to access SwissPost's quarterly publication on their new issues – 'Focus on Stamps'. As I have
mentioned before, they recently stopped producing a printed version in English. However an electronic version in
English in summary form can be found on their Post Shop website – it is usually issued a little after the published French
and German editions. Swiss Post suggest two alternative means of accessing it. The website address is:
https://www.magazine-focus-on-stamps.ch/en/archive/focus-on-stamps-3-2019/
You can still receive a free hard-copy version in French or German through the post, simply by requesting it from
SwissPost: Postal address - Post CH AG, Postellen und Verkauf, Ostermundigenstrasse 91, 3030 Bern, Schweiz.
Email - customer service@post.ch ; Telephone (abroad) – 084 288 00 88
The Swiss Post shop's website address is:
www.post.ch/en/private/discover-stamps/collecting-stamps/stamp-publications
SETTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT
EDITOR
In case you hadn't realised - the subject of the article 'Postal Developments during the Strubel Period 1854-1862' in
the August edition of the Newsletter (pp 82/83) was Mike Sharp's winning entry in our Postal History competition
this year. Apologies are due to the distributor of the hard-copy version of our newsletter, Rosalind Ragg – not
Rosamund as suggested in the report of the Southern Group's June meeting (p. 97).
A REQUEST FOR HELP
EDITOR
Our members who receive the Newsletter electronically are now benefitting from copies of the quarterly
publication of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society's two-monthly journal 'Tell'. The copies are all available to
loan from the Society's Library. I am sure that you will agree that 'Tell' is a very high quality production packed with
useful information for collectors of Swiss. I would welcome your feedback on this new service and also any
constructive comments you may have on our Newsletter. We editors are trying to avoid duplication of material and
fill in any gaps in philatelic knowledge which our members require. Please let me know what you enjoy and what
subjects/themes you would like tackled in future issues.
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HELP FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED
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In 2003 Swiss Post issued a stamp to commemorate the Centenary of the Swiss National Association of and for the
Blind (SNAB) produced by the House of Questa (above far left). It was user-friendly for all people with impaired
vision – a very basic design with the value of the stamp 70c clearly set out in tactile, embossed Braille lettering. The
three characters from left to right being – the special symbol denoting that a number is following, the character for
G which is the 7th letter in the alphabet and the character for J which is the 10 th letter in the alphabet, in this case
for the numeral 0.
It enabled Swiss Post to remind the readers of 'Focus on Stamps' that: “in 1905 a librarian and private secretary of
the Swiss Lending Library for the Blind prompted the Federal Councillor Zemp, Head of the Federal Post
Department, to exempt the Library from paying postage on their correspondence and on consignments of books
weighing less than 2kg. This action played a model, pioneering role in the eventual worldwide exemption from
postage of literature for the blind (Cecogrammes) up to a weight of 7 kilogrammes.” The wide-open eye, both on
the First Day Cover and on the vignette (below left) in the 2003 Year Book highlighted the importance of assisting
those with impaired vision. The vignette too has an embossed braille word in German – 'auge' (eye).
The Frenchman Louis Braille first submitted his reading and writing system based on dots to the Paris Institute for
the Blind in 1825; but it was not until 1878, at a Congress in Paris, that it was officially declared the international
method for teaching at schools for the Blind.

In Switzerland a scheme was developed to provide free postage to specified organisations and charities such as
those serving the visually impaired – providing them, free of charge, with official so-called Franchise Stamps
which could be affixed to their outgoing correspondence to signify their exemption from postage. It was
introduced in 1911. The printed receipt postcard used within the city (illustrated above right) is an example - it was
sent from the Bern Society for Supplies to the Blind on 21 st September 1915 with the appropriate 5c PP stamp
affixed. The imprinted black control number '141' was allocated by the PTT to the Society, enabling them to benefit
from the scheme.
The difficulties of and opportunities for people with impaired vision have featured on three other Swiss stamps
shown above - a request to drivers to watch out for blind pedestrians (Z446), Firewood sellers – a blind woodcarrier guided by his companion (PP230) and “football for the visually impaired” (Z1166).
(The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for enabling it to reproduce illustrations of their products.)
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